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I commence writing this column at sea some distance north of Scotland in a raging
force ten gale—the worst storm I have ever experienced at sea - so it is a tribute first of
all to the wonders of technology and my technical team who made it possible for me to
gather the necessary data so that I could write this on a wildly rocking ship.

South Africa thus inevitably seems far away as I take up my pen to witness in ShareFinder’s
graphs the full horrors of a politically manipulated economy finally coming home to roost in the
shape of a technical recession and a collapsing currency. Let’s start with the progress of the
Rand in recent months since the phenomenon of Ramaphoria began wearing off:

On the extreme left you can see the effects upon the Rand of the weekend in January 2016
when then President Zuma fired the then Minister of Finance and brought in the
“Weekend Special” and the Rand tanked to R16.77 to the US Dollar. Last week it touched
R15.41 before beginning to retreat and ShareFinder predicts that it could touch R15.60
before the current wave of concerns are over. Thereafter it is likely that a sideways
movement is possible for most of the next 12 months.
The JSE has been similarly volatile in recent weeks. Steadily lower highs and steadily rising
lows have enabled me to many times draw in a pennant formation onto the JSE All Share
Index graph and while the purple five-year trend line is still rising, it seems likely that we will
end the year lower than we started.

Wall Street, however, continues to power ahead. Nevertheless, ShareFinder projects that US
investors will be a little more cautious as the year draws to a close as my graph below
indicates. The highest point, if ShareFinder is correct, could be in the middle of October:

As a point of reference it is worthwhile to take a look at this point at the Australian All
Ordinaries Index which had been doing well this year but along with most developing nation
indices has recently been taking considerable strain. Furthermore, ShareFinder senses that
things could get rather torrid down under in the months ahead:

The good news for South African ShareFinder followers is that Blue Chip shares appear to
have finally bottomed and could be on the was up from here on in as projected in my Blue Chip
Index graph below:

Considering overall strategy then, last month I argued that was thus probably safe to begin
moving out of cash and back into shares and my latest look at the graphs only serves to
confirm this view though, as I stressed last month, there is no need to rush buying decisions.
One should watch buying opportunities carefully and only buy at the bottom.

Prospects Portfolio
Which brings me to my Prospects Portfolio which, as readers well know, is 33 percent in cash
representing R1 102 990 available for re-investment. Currently the portfolio consists of:

Lately I have highlighted Richemont, AVI, Adaptit, Assore, JSE and Transcap, in that order.
But before considering the outlook for these six, I should add that I retained the shares in the
existing portfolio on merit and so, as I noted last month, if you do not have any of these, you
should prioritise them starting with Naspers in respect of which I last month noted that now
might be a good time to consider adding it since ShareFinder sensed some short-term
weakness (yellow projection) between then and mid-September when it could fall to around
R3050. The latest position confirms that view with the optimum price now projected to be
around R2941 which could occur around November 27 as projected in my graph below:

AVI and Capitec are also on my list with the optimum buying date for the former likely to be on
about November 21 at around R102. Worthy additions if you do not currently hold them. AVI
has advanced strongly recently but is still well below its February high and could well fall back
between now and November as ShareFinder projects:

Capitec has been recovering steadily since its precipitous January fall but ShareFinder projects
a fresh phase of weakness between now and late September which could offer attractive buying opportunities at around R916:

Richemont is likely to experience a brief pull back between now and mid-October when it might
be possible to buy it at around R118:

ShareFinder thinks that you could take your time to buy Adaptit because weakness could be
ongoing with the best price likely to come in early December at around R4.90:

And the same applies to Assore which might be in continued decline well into the new year:

Top Performer Lists
In the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit,
should form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested
replacements for any in your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which head the lists.
The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment
grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second
block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price
of a greater degree of investment risk:

JSE Blue Chips to consider:

Top London Stock Exchange Performers:

Top New York Performers:

Top Australian Performers:

